
N-024-001

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.

 

N-024-002

Neighborhoods often define themselves and strengthen their identities

through the development of neighborhood plans, which is why they are

discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5) of the DEIS and in the CRC

Neighborhoods and Population Technical Report (2008). These plans

are formally adopted by neighborhood associations recognized by the

City. When the DEIS was written, every neighborhood in the project area

had an adopted plan, except for Rose Village, Columbia Way and East

Columbia. Although not a neighborhood plan, The Hayden Island Plan,

adopted by the City of Portland August 19, 2009, includes goals,

objectives, proposed comprehensive plan and zoning changes, and an

implementation strategy.

While some plan goals may be unique to a certain neighborhood, other

goals are common to many communities. These plans have been

reviewed to determine community resources and the priorities of different

communities. Neighborhood plans were also used in the determination of

light rail as the preferred transit mode. The plans have also provided the

project team with guidance throughout the refinement of final design as

described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5) of the FEIS.
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N-024-003

Preferences for specific alternatives or options, as expressed in

comments received before and after the issuance of the DEIS, were

shared with local sponsor agencies to inform decision making. Following

the close of the 60-day DEIS public comment period in July 2008, the

CRC project's six local sponsor agencies selected a replacement I-5

bridge with light rail to Clark College as the project's Locally Preferred

Alternative (LPA). These sponsor agencies, which include the Portland

City Council, Vancouver City Council, TriMet Board, C-TRAN Board,

Metro Council, RTC Board, considered the DEIS analysis, public

comment, and a recommendation from the CRC Task Force when voting

on the LPA.

With the LPA, new bridges will replace the existing Interstate Bridges to

carry I-5 traffic, light rail, pedestrians and bicyclists across the Columbia

River. Light rail will extend from the Expo Center MAX Station in Portland

to a station and park and ride at Clark College in Vancouver. Pedestrians

and bicyclists would travel along a wider and safer path than exists

today.

The CRC project modeled how drivers would access the three proposed

Park and Ride lots in Vancouver during the morning peak commute. 

Two of the three Park and Rides – Clark College and SR-14 – are

located adjacent to major thorough fares (I-5 and SR 14). The Mill Plain

Park and Ride, though not adjacent to I-5 or a state route, is located

between two major arterials, Mill Plain and Fourth Plain Boulevards. 

This modeling confirmed the majority of drivers (70%-95%) would access

the Park and Rides from major roads including I-5, SR 14, SR 500, Mill

Plain and Forth Plain. 

For a more detailed description of highway, transit, and bicycle and

pedestrian improvements associated with the LPA, see Chapter 2 of the

FEIS.
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N-024-004

Thank you for your comment. The park and ride lot which you are

referencing is no longer under consideration as a part of the CRC

project.

 

N-024-005

The level of detail in the DEIS was intended to inform the public and

other stakeholders with relevant information in order to understand the

impacts and trade-offs associated with various alternatives. While some

readers felt that the DEIS did not have enough detail, others felt that it

was too long and detailed. For those who wanted more detail, the DEIS

referred them to the technical reports that informed the analysis

presented in the DEIS. These were made available on CD and on the

project web site, as well as in hard copy. For those who felt that the

DEIS was too detailed, an executive summary was distributed along with

the DEIS and made available separately in hard copy and on the

project website.

Public open houses and numerous public meetings were also held to

provide opportunities for public participation. Additionally, the project

team attempted to respond to questions about the location of certain

information in the DEIS during the DEIS comment period. Staff, with the

help of the Community and Environmental Justice Group, also

developed a reader friendly table of contents and DEIS guide, to help

individuals locate the information most important to them, develop and

submit comments on the DEIS, and to understand next steps. Both of

these documents were distributed with DEIS materials as inserts, and

were available on the project website.

 

N-024-006

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.
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N-024-007

Thank you for your comment.

 

N-024-008

Thank you for your comment.

 

N-024-009

Thank you for your comment. Preferences for specific alternatives or

options, as expressed in comments received before and after the

issuance of the DEIS, were shared with local sponsor agencies to

inform decision making.

 

N-024-010

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.

 

N-024-011

Thank you for your comment. The terminus for the light rail alignment

was chosen as Clark College with the associated park and ride located

at that terminus. Light Rail is no longer proposed for Main Street or

anywhere in the Lincoln Neighborhood.

 

N-024-012

Mitigation includes a variety of measures intended to avoid impacts,

minimize impacts, and compensate for impacts that cannot be avoided. 

Most mitigation measures address specific impacts, and many are

developed in response to specific regulatory requirements. Even with

this level of specificity, there is some flexibility to evaluate the full

collection of mitigation measures in a larger context.  For example, the

proposed stormwater management approach has been evaluated for its

potential benefits not only to water quality, but also to fish, wildlife and

aesthetics.  Similarly, the project has worked closely with regulatory
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agencies to identify habitat mitigation measures that address not only the

project’s impacts on habitat, but also the larger context of how project

mitigation could provide even greater benefit to fish and wildlife by

addressing watershed-level priority mitigation.  The inherent purpose of

mitigation is to address specific unavoidable adverse impacts of the

project but this has not prevented the project from developing an

integrated mitigation package.

 

N-024-013

By its definition, the No-Build alternative is meant to illustrate the

environmental effects and performance of not implementing the CRC

build alternatives. Therefore, it would not be a No-Build alternative if it

included any of the CRC proposed improvements. However, No-Build

does include all other actions that are separately planned, including the

other elements of the regional transportation plan and the metropolitan

transportation plan, as well as actions planned by the City of Vancouver,

the City of Portland, or other parties.  Also, a variety of alternatives that

did not include substantial highway related improvements were included

in the early screening analysis for CRC and were dropped because they

were unable to meet the purpose and need of the proposed action.

 

N-024-014

Since the Draft EIS public comment period, CRC staff have attended

several meetings of the Lincoln Neighborhood Association. In addition, a

member of the neighborhood association served on the Vancouver

Working Group. Mitigation strategies were discussed during at least one

these neighborhood association meeting and during some of the

deliberations of the Vancouver Working Group.

 

N-024-015

The sources and assumptions used are noted.
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N-024-016

This letter was submitted seperately as a comment on the DEIS. Please

see N-003 for responses to the comments in this letter. 
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